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Abstract

Torsion angle dynamics (TAD) performs molecular dynamics simulation using torsion angles instead of Cartesian coordinates
as degrees of freedom. TAD algorithms used in conjunction with simulated annealing are one of the common methods for
the calculation of three-dimensional protein structures from NMR data. For this application of TAD, unbiased sampling of
conformation space is essential. This paper presents a systematic study of the sampling of conformation space in protein
structure calculations with the TAD algorithm implemented in the program DYANA , and compares the results with those
obtained with a different TAD algorithm in the program CNS. Examples used are unconstrained poly-alanine peptides of length
20 to 100 residues, and the globular proteinAntennapedia(C39S) homeodomain, which comprises unstructured polypeptide
segments at the two chain termini and was calculated from a high-quality experimental NMR data set. The results show that the
different implementations of TAD all have good sampling properties for calculating protein structures that are well-constrained
by experimental NMR data. However, if TAD is used for studies of long unconstrained polypeptides, the results obtained in this
paper show that the molecule needs to reorient freely in space, and that the total angular and linear momenta of the system are
conserved and periodically reset to zero. 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Molecular dynamics simulations are an important computational tool for the study of biological macromolecules
[e.g., [1]]. Generating trajectories by numerical integration of the equations of motion of classical mechanics
is instrumental in “standard” molecular dynamics simulations, which try to simulate the behavior of a protein
molecule in its natural environment, as well as in structure calculation techniques based on simulated annealing.
The latter are commonly used as efficient minimization methods inab initio structure calculations from
experimental X-ray or NMR data [2,3].

Molecular dynamics simulations have a high demand of computing power [e.g., [4,5]], since trajectories have
to be generated in sufficiently short time-steps to follow the fastest motions in the system. Torsion angle dynamics
(TAD) allows to increase the length of the time steps by up to one order of magnitude when compared to Cartesian
space molecular dynamics, since the restriction to the torsion angles as the only degrees of freedom eliminates
the highest frequency motions, i.e. oscillations of covalent bond lengths and bond angles [6,7]. This is particularly
advantageous when TAD is used as a NMR structure calculation method, since in these applications the trajectory is
driven dominantly by the constraints derived from experimental NMR measurements and, hence, possible biasing
effects from freezing of the high-frequency motions are negligibly small.

The NMR solution structure of a protein is commonly represented by a bundle of conformers that have been
calculated using the same experimental input data and the same computational protocol but starting from different,
randomly chosen initial conditions [8]. The rationale for this representation of solution structures is that the
precision with which the experimental data define the three-dimensional structure can be estimated from the spread
among the individual conformers. Obviously, this approach gives a realistic picture only if the structure calculation
algorithm performs uniform sampling of the conformation space that is accessible to the molecule with the given
set of experimental constraints. Therefore, considerable effort has been directed at investigations of conformational
sampling by different computational techniques used for NMR structure calculations. In this paper we extend these
earlier studies, which focused on metric matrix distance geometry [9–12], the variable target function method [13,
14], simulated annealing by molecular dynamics in Cartesian space [e.g., [2]], and the TAD method, which has
been implemented in the programs DYANA [15], XPLOR [16] and CNS [17], and currently appears to be the most
efficient way to calculate NMR structures of biological macromolecules [3].

The program DYANA has been written for efficient calculation of protein structures from comprehensive sets
of conformational constraints derived from NMR experiments, which define a unique molecular architecture with
limited uncertainties in the atom positions. We previously showed that for such applications the sampling of the
allowed conformation space by the TAD algorithm implemented in DYANA compares well with that provided
by other algorithms in use for NMR structure calculation of proteins [15]. The present systematic study of
conformational sampling by TAD was motivated by observations with atypical proteins, in which one or several
long, contiguous segments of the polypeptide chain are only marginally constrained by NMR data. A typical
example are mammalian prion proteins, which contain an unconstrained “tail” of about 100 residues [18–21]. The
sampling of conformation space for this tail by the original TAD implementation in DYANA [15] was markedly non-
uniform, leading to elongated structures. Considering the practical applications of DYANA and other programs with
TAD implementations [16,17] for calculations with well-constrained systems, the observation of limited sampling
for this extreme situation may appear to be of little practical interest. However, since it could not be excluded
a priori that the cause of the non-uniform sampling for unconstrained chains might influence, in subtle and as yet
unnoticed ways, also the outcome of structure calculations for well-constrained systems, there was a fundamental
interest in a detailed investigation.
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2. Methods

2.1. TAD implementation in DYANA that enables free global reorientation of the molecule

In this section a modification of the original implementation of the TAD algorithm in DYANA [15] is described
that allows for free global reorientation of the molecule (see theResults and Discussion section below). The
molecule is represented as a tree structure consisting ofn + 1 “clusters”, which are connected byn rotatable
bonds [3,15]. Each cluster is a rigid body made up of one or several mass points (atoms) with fixed relative
positions. The only degrees of freedom are rotations about single bonds, and parameters that define the position
and orientation of the molecule in space. The clusters are numbered from 0 ton. The base cluster has the number
k = 0 and is located at one end of the polymer chain, for example, in proteins typically at the N-terminus. Each of
the other clusters, withk � 1, has a single nearest neighbor in the direction toward the base, which has a number
p(k) < k. The following quantities are defined for each clusterk (see Fig. 14 in [3]): the “reference point”,rk ,
which is the position vector of the end point of the bond between the clustersp(k) andk; νk = ṙk , the velocity of
the reference point;ωk , the angular velocity of the cluster;Yk, the vector from the reference point to the center of
mass of the cluster;mk, the mass of the clusterk; Ik , the inertia tensor of the clusterk with respect to the reference
point. Ik = ∑

α mαI (yα), where the sum runs over all atoms in the clusterk, mα is the mass of the atomα, yα is
the vector from the reference point of clusterk to the atomα, andI (yα) is the symmetric 3× 3 matrix defined by
the relationI (y)x = y ∧ (x ∧ y) for all three-dimensional vectorsx. All position vectors are in an inertial frame
of reference that is fixed in space.

The position and orientation of the molecule in the inertial frame are specified by the three Cartesian coordinates
of the reference point of the base cluster,r0, and by 4 quaternion parametersq = (q0, q1, q2, q3), which are subject
to the normalization conditionq2

0 + q2
1 + q2

2 + q2
3 = 1. The rotation matrix that describes the orientation of the base

cluster with respect to the inertial frame is given in terms of the quaternion parameters by [22]

R(q)=



q2

0 + q2
1 − q2

2 − q2
3 2(−q0q3 + q1q2) 2(q0q2 + q1q3)

2(q0q3 + q1q2) q2
0 − q2

1 + q2
2 − q2

3 2(−q0q1 + q2q3)

2(−q0q2 + q1q3) 2(q0q1 + q2q3) q2
0 − q2

1 − q2
2 + q2

3


 . (1)

The following two relations hold between the angular velocity of the base cluster,ω0, and the time-derivative of
the quaternion parameters,q̇ = dq/dt [22]:

ω0 = 2A(q)q̇ (2)

and

q̇ = 1
2A(q)

Tω0, (3)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose and

A(q)=



−q1 q0 −q3 q2

−q2 q3 q0 −q1

−q3 −q2 q1 q0


 . (4)

The additional degrees of freedom that enable free global reorientation of the molecule are incorporated into the
implementation of the Jain TAD algorithm [7] in DYANA (Eqs. (5)–(21) of [15]) by extending the loops over the
clusters 1, . . . , n so as to include the base cluster (cluster 0). Instead of usingω0 = 0 andν0 = 0 in Eqs. (5) and (6)
of [15], the angular and linear velocities of the base cluster are now given by Eq. (2), and byν0 = ṙ0, respectively,
and the value ofα0 in the recursion of Eq. (21) in [15] is the solution of the six-dimensional linear system of
equationsP0α0 = −z0, in whichP0 andz0 are calculated as described in [15]. The second time derivatives of the
quaternion parameters are obtained by differentiation of Eq. (3). With this implementation of the algorithm the
total linear and angular momenta of the system are preserved.
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2.2. Compensation of angular and linear momentum

The total angular momentum of the molecule with respect to the origin of the inertial frame is

L =
n∑
k=0

mk
[
(rk + Yk)∧ νk + rk ∧ (ωk ∧ Yk)

] + Ikωk. (5)

Similarly, the total linear momentum of the molecule is

P =
n∑
k=0

mk(νk +ωk ∧ Yk). (6)

A change in the angular and linear velocity of the base cluster,ω0 → ω0 + �ω0 andν0 → ν0 + �ν0, leads to
concomitant changes in the velocities of the other clusters to the extent of�ωk =�ω0 and�νk =�ν0 +�ω0 ∧
(rk − r0). Hence, the changes induced in the total angular and linear momenta of the molecule are

�L =M(C ∧�ν0 −�ω0 ∧ r0)+
n∑
k=0

[
mk(I (rk + Yk)− I (Yk))+ Ik

]
�ω0, (7)

and

�P =M[
�ν0 +�ω0 ∧ (C − r0)

]
, (8)

whereM = ∑n
k=0mk is the total mass of the molecule, andC = 1

M

∑n
k=0mk(rk + Yk) the position of its center of

mass. The angular and linear momentum changes are linear functions of the base cluster velocity changes:[
�L

�P

]
= B

[
�ω0

�ν0

]
. (9)

B is a 6× 6 matrix with elements given by Eqs. (7) and (8). Solving Eq. (9) for the case�L = −L and�P = −P

provides the values�ω0 and�ν0 by which the velocities of the base cluster have to be changed in order to set the
angular and linear momenta of the molecule from given values ofL andP to zero.

Using this procedure, the angular and linear momenta were reset to zero after each sequence of 10 TAD steps
for all momentum-compensated DYANA calculations in this paper. The additional computational effort for the
momentum compensation is minimal and scales linearly with the size of the molecule. Thus, the high efficiency of
the TAD algorithm in DYANA is preserved with the newly implemented algorithm [15].

2.3. Molecular systems and structure calculations

Structure calculations for poly-alanine chains of 20, 40, 60 and 100 residues were performed using the covalent
geometry of the ECEPP/2 force field [23] as implemented in the standard library of the program DYANA . In the
structure calculations that included steric repulsion, the repulsion was modeled by semi-harmonic lower distance
limits given by the sums of the repulsive core radii of 0.95 Å for amide hydrogens, 1.00 Å for other hydrogens,
1.35 Å for aromatic carbons, 1.40 Å for other carbons, 1.30 Å for nitrogens, 1.20 Å for oxygens, and 1.60 Å for
sulphurs [13]. For each polypeptide chain, the following eight sets of 50 conformers each were generated:

(i) Random structures, obtained by choosing the individual torsion angle values from independent uniform
distributions using a random number generator [24].

(ii) Conformers obtained using TAD and simulated annealing with the program DYANA , with 4000 TAD steps
per conformer [15], where the standard protocol was modified as follows: The steric repulsion was turned
off, and the N-terminus of the polypeptide chain was kept fixed in space, so that no compensation of the
total angular and linear momenta could be applied.
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(iii) Same as (ii), except that free global reorientation of the molecule was allowed, and the total angular and
linear momenta were periodically reset to zero (see next two sections).

(iv) Conformers obtained using TAD in the standard annealing protocol of the program CNS, version 0.9 [17].
The macrosgenerate_seq.inp, generate_extended.inp, andanneal.inp were used with standard parameters,
except that all potential energy terms were set to zero. The TAD algorithm [25] implemented in CNS uses
compensation of the total angular and linear momenta.

(v) Conformers obtained using the variable target function (VTF) algorithm [13,14] as implemented in
DYANA [15], with inclusion of steric repulsion.

(vi)–(viii) Same as (ii), (iii) and (iv), except that steric repulsion with the aforementioned atomic radii was
activated.

TheAntp(C39S) homeodomain [26] contains chain-terminal segments of residues 0–6 and 60–67 that are devoid
of structurally relevant NOE distance constraints and are thus expected to be “unstructured” in solution. This
protein has previously been thoroughly investigated with the program DIANA [14,26], using conjugate gradient
minimization with the variable target function method and the REDAC strategy [27], and is therefore a suitable
system to investigate conformational sampling by novel procedures. The NMR data set for theAntp(C39S)
homeodomain consists of 844 NOE upper distance limits, 50 upper and 50 lower distance limits for 25 hydrogen
bonds, and 171φ, ψ , andχ1 torsion angle constraints obtained by systematic analysis of the local conformation
with the program HABAS [28]. Structures were calculated using the standard DYANA simulated annealing protocol
with 4000 TAD steps. Two sets of 50 conformers each were calculated without and with compensation of angular
and linear momenta (see the next two sections). The 20 conformers with the lowest final target function values
were retained for analysis. These structures were compared to a bundle of 20 conformers calculated with the VTF
algorithm in the program DYANA , using the REDAC strategy as described in [27].

Additional structure calculations were performed for two hypotheticalAntp(C39S) homeodomain polypeptides
that had been extended at both chain ends by either 10 or 20 alanyl residues,Antp(C39S)[-10–77] andAntp(C39S)
[-20–87]. For the longest construct, structures were also calculated by a “hybrid procedure” that combines the
efficiency of simulated TAD annealing for the globular domain with re-randomization and minimization for the
unstructured regions. To this end, the backbone torsion anglesφ andψ of the residues outside of the structured
part of the protein (residues 7–59) were randomized in the range−180◦ to +180◦ at the end of the cooling phase
of the standard DYANA TAD simulated annealing protocol, and 1000 VTF minimization steps each at the target
function level 3 and at the maximal target level [14] were performed before the standard protocol was continued
by including the steric repulsion of the hydrogen atoms [15].

Structure calculations with the program DYANA were performed on Compaq Alpha computer systems using 4
to 8 processors in parallel. Structure calculations with the program CNS were done on a Compaq Alpha computer.

2.4. Structure comparison and criteria used to characterize the global shape of molecules

The measure commonly used to quantify the spread in a bundle of NMR conformers is the global root mean
square distance (RMSD) of atomic positions with respect to the mean coordinates. In a well-defined structure,
the average of the RMSD values thus calculated for the individual conformers then has the intuitive meaning
of representing the radius of a cylindrical conformation space spanned by the structure bundle, and thus is a
measure of the precision of the structure determination [3,8]. For poorly defined polypeptide segments, however,
the mean coordinates are no longer meaningful because the averaging may lead to a strongly distorted, collapsed
set of coordinates. In this paper we therefore report RMSD values that are calculated as the average over all the
N(N − 1)/2 pairwise RMSD values among theN individual conformers of a structure bundle.

Since the RMSD value is known to be quite insensitive to certain deviations from randomness in predominantly
extended chains [11], the extension of the polypeptide chains was assessed independently by calculating the
end-to-end distance, i.e. the distance between the backbone nitrogen atom of the N-terminal residue and the
backbone carboxyl carbon atom of the C-terminal residue [29]. The overall shape of the molecule has further
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been characterized by the inertia tensor, with principle axesa � b � c. The ratio between the largest and
smallest principle axes,a/c, is then used as measure for the relative elongation of the structure, i.e. its deviation
from spherical shape, which is independent of the absolute size of the polypeptide and is therefore suitable for
comparison of results obtained for different chain lengths [30].

Superpositions of structure bundles and calculation of the RMSD values and inertia tensors were performed with
the program MOLMOL [31], which was also used for the preparation of the figures.

3. Results and discussion

In the original implementation of TAD in the program DYANA [15], the N-terminus of the protein was fixed in
space. This was not a prerequisite of the TAD algorithm [7], but it appeared conceptually more appealing since
the system then had only one type of degrees of freedom, i.e. the torsion angles, whereas for the description
of the global position and orientation of a molecule that can freely reorient in space, one has to introduce six
additional degrees of freedom of a different type. As a consequence of fixing the N-terminus of the polypeptide
chain, the total angular and linear momenta of the system cannot be conserved, since the conservation laws for
these quantities result from the fact that a mechanical system is invariant under global rotation and translation [30].
Therefore, if a part of the molecule is fixed in space, it is in general not possible for the total angular momentum
to be zero throughout the calculation. Global rotations associated with a non-vanishing total angular momentum
may lead to centrifugal forces that can influence the sampling of conformation space for long, flexible molecules.
In the following we investigate whether and to which extent this effect is noticeable in structure calculations of
polypeptides and proteins.

3.1. Unconstrained polypeptide chains

Structure calculations with vanishing target function or potential energy have commonly been used as sensitive
tests of conformational sampling [10,11]. Since in such systems each combination of torsion angle values
should occur with the same probability in a Boltzmann ensemble, optimal sampling would lead to an ensemble
of conformers for which all torsion angles are independent, uniformly distributed random variables. To test
whether TAD yields such bundles of random conformers, we performed structure calculations with unconstrained
polypeptide chains of 20, 40, 60, and 100 alanyl residues (see Methods). Literature references are available, since
Ala20, Ala40 and Ala60 chains have previously been used for sampling tests with different techniques of structure
calculation [11].

The results (Table 1) show close agreement of the RMSD values measured for a bundle of random conformers
with those obtained by TAD with and without momentum compensation. The end-to-end distances,Dee, and
the ratios of the inertia tensor axes,a/c, of the random structures are also very close to those for the structures
calculated with DYANA or CNS with momentum compensation. In fact, for Ala20, Ala40 and Ala60 the three
structure bundles cannot be distinguished on the basis of the numbers in Table 1, and the differences seen for Ala100

are hardly significant. The referencea/c value measured for random structures is approximately 3.5, showing that
random structures are, on the average, not spherical but markedly oblong (Fig. 1). The structures computed without
momentum compensation are significantly more elongated than either the random structures or those obtained with
momentum compensation (Fig. 1), as indicated by larger values ofDeeanda/c, which also indicate a tendency that
elongation increases for the longer chains. Further tests showed that release of the N-terminus and compensation
of the momenta is needed to achieve random sampling.

The distribution of the backbone torsion anglesφ andψ for Ala60 in Ramachandran plots is uniformly random
for the randomized structure (Fig. 2(a)) as well as for those obtained using TAD with momentum compensation
(Fig. 2(b)), whereas the structure from TAD without momentum compensation shows a slight clustering of torsion
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Table 1
Structure calculations for unconstrained poly-Ala chainsa

Chain length and RMSD (Å)b Dee (Å)c a/cd

computation technique

Ala20

random torsion angles 6.7± 1.6 21.8± 8.3 3.5± 1.3

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated)e 5.8± 1.3 32.6± 8.2 4.9± 1.4

TAD (DYANA , compensated)f 6.8± 1.4 19.0± 7.9 3.1± 1.1

TAD (CNS)g 6.7± 1.4 17.1± 6.9 2.8± 1.0

Ala40

random torsion angles 10.4± 2.1 32.0± 12.3 3.4± 1.3

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 10.5± 3.3 62.6± 18.0 6.8± 2.5

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 10.6± 2.3 29.1± 12.4 3.4± 1.2

TAD (CNS) 10.5± 2.1 24.8± 11.5 3.1± 1.1

Ala60

random torsion angles 13.5± 3.0 37.4± 15.3 3.6± 1.2

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 17.9± 6.9 86.3± 35.6 8.0± 4.0

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 14.9± 4.6 34.7± 22.2 3.5± 1.6

TAD (CNS) 14.0± 3.4 33.5± 17.5 3.4± 1.2

Ala100

random torsion angles 17.2± 3.3 48.1± 20.4 3.3± 1.1

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 23.6± 10.4 226.0± 46.0 15.5± 6.4

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 26.3± 9.8 65.5± 38.8 4.2± 2.4

TAD (CNS) 22.4± 8.0 87.8± 37.8 6.4± 2.7

aFor each entry the structure bundle consists of 50 conformers (see Methods).
b Average value and standard deviation of the pairwise RMSDs for the backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of the entire polypeptide chain.
c Average value and standard deviation of the end-to-end distances, i.e. the distance between the backbone nitrogen atom of the N-terminal

residue and the carboxyl carbon atom of the C-terminal residue.
d Average value and standard deviation for the ratio between the largest and smallest half-axes of the inertia tensor.
eOriginal implementation of TAD in DYANA [15], with the N-terminus fixed in space so that there is no momentum compensation.
f Modified implementation of TAD in DYANA (see Methods), where the N-terminus is not fixed in space and momentum compensation is

applied.
g Use of the program CNS as described in Section 2.3.

angle values in the corners of the Ramachandran plot (Fig. 2(c)). Nonetheless, Fig. 2(c) also shows that even in the
absence of momentum compensation the local randomness of the structure is not seriously impaired.

3.2. Polypeptide chains with steric repulsion

The same calculations as in Section 3.1 were repeated for poly-Ala chains with steric repulsion (Table 2). As
a reference we use structures calculated using a variable target function method based on conjugate gradient
minimization, which has previously been shown to exhibit good sampling properties [9,11,13]. There is no
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Fig. 1. Structures of unconstrained Ala60 polypeptide chains. (a) Generated by randomizing the torsion angles. (b) Calculated using TAD in
DYANA with momentum compensation. (c) Calculated using TAD in DYANA without momentum compensation. Each structure bundle consists
of 50 conformers that were superimposed for pairwise minimal RMSD (see Methods).

significant difference between these reference structures and those calculated using TAD with momentum
compensation in either DYANA or CNS. Again, without compensation of the momenta, the TAD structures are
more elongated. When compared with the results for unconstrained chains, the values ofDeeare consistently larger
in the structures for which steric repulsion was taken into account, whereas the overall shape of the molecules
is similar, as evidenced by the closely similara/c values. This indicates, not unexpectedly, that the excluded
volume effect of the steric repulsion results in globally enlarged structures but has at most a minor influence on
the global shape when compared to the corresponding fully unconstrained chains. Overall, the results obtained
for unconstrained polypeptide chains with “realistic” steric features of the covalent structure showed that good
sampling of conformation space by TAD can be achieved when using momenta compensation.
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Fig. 2. Ramachandranϕ, ψ -plots for 50 conformers of an unconstrained Ala60 polypeptide. (a), (b) and (c) represent the data for the structure
bundles in Fig. 1, (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
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Table 2
Structure calculations for poly-Ala chains with steric repulsiona

Chain length RMSD (Å)a Dee (Å)a a/ca

and computation technique

Ala20

VTFb 6.3± 1.4 26.0± 8.7 3.9± 1.3

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated)a 6.0± 1.7 35.7± 9.5 5.2± 1.6

TAD (DYANA , compensated)a 6.2± 1.4 28.0± 9.1 4.0± 1.1

TAD (CNS)a 6.3± 1.3 27.3± 7.5 3.8± 1.2

Ala40

VTF 10.9± 2.2 37.9± 13.8 3.9± 1.2

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 9.8± 3.2 75.9± 17.3 8.3± 3.2

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 10.7± 2.3 42.8± 12.7 3.7± 1.2

TAD (CNS) 10.9± 2.3 36.6± 14.9 3.7± 1.4

Ala60

VTF 14.5± 2.7 45.3± 17.3 3.5± 1.1

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 13.9± 5.0 116.1± 23.9 9.5± 4.0

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 14.4± 2.6 46.2± 15.4 3.3± 0.9

TAD (CNS) 15.0± 3.6 47.9± 20.5 3.8± 1.2

Ala100

VTF 20.0± 3.6 61.3± 20.9 3.4± 1.2

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 31.5± 13.8 176.5± 62.3 11.7± 6.5

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 23.5± 6.9 93.7± 32.6 5.6± 2.5

TAD (CNS) 21.9± 1.4 77.3± 31.5 4.4± 1.8

aSee footnotes to Table 1.
b Structures calculated using the variable target function method [13] implemented in DYANA [15].

3.3. Structures calculated using experimental NMR data sets

In NMR structure calculations with experimental constraints and steric repulsion, regions of the structure that are
not well defined by the experimental data are most susceptible to uneven sampling of the accessible conformation
space. These may include chain ends, exposed loops, and long amino acid side-chains on the protein surface.
We therefore investigated the sampling of conformation space by the TAD algorithm of DYANA for a globular
protein with extensive unstructured parts, i.e. theAntp(C39S) homeodomain [26]. This protein comprises N- and
C-terminal segments of the residues 0–6 and 60–67, respectively, for which complete lack of medium-range and
long-range NOE distance constraints indicates that they are “unstructured” in solution.

The results of the structure calculations with theAntp(C39S) homeodomain polypeptides are summarized in
Table 3. The TAD calculations find structures with lower residual target function values than the calculations based
on variable target function conjugate gradient minimization, which manifests the superior performance of TAD for
the calculation of the well-constrained region of residues 7–59 (Fig. 3). A comparison of the sampling properties
for the unstructured tail regions in the “natural” polypeptide chain of residues 0–67,Antp(C39S)[0–67], shows
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Table 3
Structure calculations forAntp(C39S) homeodomain polypeptidesa

Protein construct and TF (Å2)c RMSD (Å)d Dee (Å)e a/ce

computation techniqueb

Antp(C39S)[0–67]

VTF/REDACf 1.21± 0.16 5.4± 1.2 35.9± 11.2 1.77± 0.16

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated)e 0.82± 0.11 4.9± 1.3 34.4± 8.9 1.75± 0.16

TAD (DYANA , compensated)e 0.81± 0.10 4.6± 1.1 34.3± 9.4 1.70± 0.13

Antp(C39S)[-10–77]

VTF/REDAC 1.22± 0.14 11.2± 2.3 41.9± 11.9 1.90± 0.39

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 0.77± 0.12 14.0± 4.1 61.5± 23.5 2.30± 0.34

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 0.86± 0.17 13.4± 3.3 46.9± 16.2 1.91± 0.34

Antp(C39S)[-20–87]

VTF/REDAC 1.14± 0.13 14.1± 2.5 46.2± 9.4 2.27± 0.48

TAD (DYANA , uncompensated) 0.88± 0.15 17.3± 5.3 114.4± 28.0 3.79± 0.84

TAD (DYANA , compensated) 0.83± 0.09 19.4± 5.0 96.1± 32.8 3.03± 0.69

Hybrid TAD/VTFg 0.95± 0.14 13.1± 3.2 48.0± 22.1 2.43± 0.32

aFor each entry the structure bundle consists of the 20 conformers with the lowest residual target function values selected out of all conformers
that were calculated (see Methods).

b Antp(C39S) is the previously described construct [26] of a variantAntennapedia homeodomain, with flexibly disordered chain ends of
residues 0–6 and 60–67. In the other two constructs the polypeptide chain has been elongated at both ends by Ala10 segments, or Ala20
segments, respectively.

c Average value and standard deviation of the residual DYANA target function value for the entire polypeptide chain.
d Average value and standard deviation of the pairwise RMSDs for the backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of the entire polypeptide chain.
eSee the Methods section and footnotes to Table 1.
f Structure calculated with the variable target function method implemented in DYANA , using the REDAC strategy [27].
g Structure calculated with DYANA using a hybrid method that combines TAD calculations and variable target function minimization as

described in the Methods section.

that all three calculations of Table 3 produced structures that are equivalent with respect to the global measures
of sampling, elongation and shape. The DYANA TAD algorithm with or without momentum compensation thus
provides comparably good sampling of conformation space as the less efficient variable target function (VTF)
conjugate gradient minimization method, which has previously been shown to yield good sampling [9,14,27] and
is therefore used as a reference. In theAntp(C39S) homeodomain polypeptides that have been extended by 10 or
20 Ala residues at both chain ends, the number of unstructured chain-terminal residues increases from 15 (22%)
in the “natural” protein to 35 (40%) inAntp(C39S)[-20–77] and 55 (51%) inAntp(C39S)[-20–87]. The extension
by 10 residues at both chain ends has no marked effect on the sampling properties of the TAD algorithm with
momentum compensation, when compared with VTF minimization, whereas the structures obtained using TAD
without momentum compensation show a significant trend towards more pronounced elongation (values forDee
anda/c in Table 3). For the longest polypeptide,Antp(C39S)[-20–87], there is a trend to increased elongation
in the TAD structures obtained with and without momentum compensation. The artifactual elongation could be
suppressed with a hybrid approach, where structures were first calculated with TAD, which was followed by
randomization and VTF conjugate gradient minimization of the unstructured regions. Since the TAD result for
the well-structured parts of the protein was preserved during the additional treatment of the “tails”, this approach
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Fig. 3. Structures of theAntp(C39S) homeodomain calculated using the program DYANA with the following techniques (see also Table 3):
(a) Variable target function method with the REDAC strategy. (b) TAD calculation with momentum compensation. (c) TAD calculation without
momentum compensation. Each structure bundle consists of 20 conformers that were superimposed for pairwise minimal RMSD of the
backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of the residues 7–59.

combines the high efficiency of TAD to escape from local minima with the virtues of VTF conjugate gradient
minimization for uniform sampling of conformation space with long unstructured polypeptide chains.

For a meaningful comparison of the sampling of conformation space for the well-confined residues 7–59 of
theAntp(C39S) polypeptides, the differences in the quality of the results obtained with the different methods (as
manifested by the final target function values) have to be taken into account. It is well known that the results of
calculations in which larger residual constraint violations are tolerated for a given set of experimental constraints
will sample larger regions of conformation space than “more precise” structures with lower residual target function
values [3]. The average RMSD to the mean atom coordinates for the backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of residues
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Fig. 4. (a) Global backbone displacements,Dbb, and (b) local side-chain displacements,Dsc, calculated for the well confined residues 7–59
in the structures of theAntp(C39S) homeodomain that were calculated with different techniques, using the program DYANA . The average of
the displacement values [35] for the individual conformers relative to the corresponding mean coordinates are plotted as follows: Solid lines
for the structure calculated using the variable target function (VTF) method with the REDAC strategy. Broken lines for the structure calculated
using TAD without momentum compensation. Dotted lines for the structure calculated using TAD with momentum compensation (see the
Methods section and Table 3 for details). To compensate for the fact that the structure obtained with the VTF method has larger residual
constraint violations than those obtained with TAD, the displacements for the VTF structure have been scaled down as described in the text.
The global backbone displacement of residuei is obtained by evaluating the RMSD for the backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of residuei after
global superposition computed for the same backbone atoms of residues 7–59. The local side-chain displacement for residuei is the RMSD for
the side-chain heavy atoms of residuei evaluated after superposition of the backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of the residuesi − 1, i andi + 1.

7–59 is 0.46 Å for theAntp(C39S) structures calculated with the VTF/REDAC method, which was cut off with an
average target function value of 1.21 Å2, and 0.36 Å for those obtained using TAD with momentum compensation,
where the average final target function value was 0.81 Å2 (for TAD structure calculations with a cut-off at a
residual TF-value of 1.22 Å2, which was achieved by reducing the number of TAD steps per conformer from
4000 to 1500, an RMSD value of 0.43 Å was obtained, which coincides with the VTF/REDAC method). In Fig. 4
we accounted for the correlation between residual target function values and RMSD by downscaling the global
backbone displacements,Dbb, and the local side chain displacements,Dsc, for the VTF/REDAC structures by the
ratios of the relevant global RMSD. For the residues 7–59 these ratios are 0.36/0.46= 0.78 for the backbone
atoms, and 0.98/1.17= 0.84 for all heavy atoms. Fig. 4 then shows that the sampling of conformation space by
VTF/REDAC and by TAD is comparable for the backbone (Fig. 4(a)) as well as for the amino acid side-chains
(Fig. 4(b)), and that no significant differences are apparent between the TAD structures obtained with and without
momentum compensation.

4. Conclusions

The NMR structure calculations from experimental conformational constraints (Table 3) clearly demonstrate
the superior performance of TAD algorithms when compared to the variable target function approach [13] in the
most advanced implementations [15,27]. Superior performance of TAD relative to molecular dynamics calculations
in Cartesian space has previously been documented [15,16], and the efficiencies of the TAD implementations in
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the programs DYANA and CNS have also been compared [15]. For molecular structures that are, overall, well
constrained by experimental data, the TAD implementations with or without compensation of momenta in the
DYANA program [15] and with momenta compensation in the CNS program [16] all combine high efficiency with
good sampling of conformation space. Although this positive evaluation applies for proteins with unconstrained
“tails” of up to about 10 residues, and for individual unconstrained long amino acid side chains (Table 3),
good sampling of conformation space for longer unconstrained polypeptide segments must be based on TAD
implementations that enable compensation of momenta during the structure calculation (Tables 1–3). The results
collected in Figs. 1–4 and the Tables 1–3 provided the foundation for a revised implementation of TAD in
DYANA (Sections 2.1 and 2.2; a new release of the program, DYANA 1.6, can be obtained from the authors:
www.mol.biol.ethz/dyana), and may serve as a guideline for possible new TAD implementations in future software
packages.

For the critical situation encountered with macromolecules containing unconstrained chain segments corre-
sponding in length to 10 or more amino acid residues, comparably good sampling of conformation space is achieved
using the implementations of TAD with momentum compensation in both commonly used programs, DYANA [15]
and CNS [16]. Since the use of the TAD algorithm in DYANA with compensation of momenta has no disadvan-
tages in computational efficiency when compared to the TAD algorithm without momentum compensation (see
Sections 2.1 and 2.2), it should be used for all structure calculations with DYANA . In future, novel TAD implemen-
tations for structure calculation it should be ascertained that the molecule can freely reorient in space, so that the
total momenta will be conserved and can periodically be reset to zero. The compensation of momenta should be
achievable at minimal reduction of the efficiency of the TAD algorithm, similar to the situation with DYANA .

Finally, the present study indicates that very long unconstrained polypeptides tend to adopt a slightly elongated
shape and do not span a spherical area of conformation space. This effect appears not to be the result of details of
the TAD implementation, since it is apparent in structures calculated with DYANA as well as with the program CNS,
which employs a different TAD algorithm. The elongation may be due to metric tensor effects inherent in TAD [32].
Although there exist efficient methods to compensate for metric tensor effects [33,34], their implementation in
programs for NMR structure calculation, such as DYANA and CNS, seems hardly warranted, since structure
calculations of long unstructured polypeptides are of limited practical interest. For the rare situations of globular
proteins comprising long unstructured polypeptide segments, we recommend a simple hybrid approach that
combines TAD calculations for the structured part with re-randomization and variable target function minimization
for the flexible tails. The program DYANA includes all the routines needed for this approach, as exemplified in this
paper for the elongated homeodomain polypeptideAntp(C39S)[-20–87] (Table 3).
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